
Re: COVID Updates

January 2, 2022

Good afternoon Methuen families -

I hope this email finds you and your families safe and well as we welcome in the new year. I want

to share updated information about our current positive COVID case numbers, as well as have

an opportunity to provide you with updated DESE/MADPH guidance regarding COVID related

protocols.

1) As you are most likely aware, positive COVID case counts rose during the holiday break

and continue to rise as we enter this week in Methuen like across the state. We are

experiencing a rise in staff cases that we are closely monitoring. This will impact all five

schools and we expect this to continue over the next two weeks due to the winter break.

Our cases continue to be primarily from household spread and outside of school

events/activities. As a district, we will continue to implement the following COVID safety

measures:

○ maintain our test and stay program to keep asymptomatic close contacts in

school

○ clean and sanitize heavily traveled areas daily

○ keep masks on while students are indoors and not eating

○ remind everyone to wash and sanitize hands throughout the day

We will NOT be reverting to a full remote learning model per DESE. The updated

guidance from CDC/DESE/MADPH has reduced isolation and quarantine times from

ten to five days as long as the person is asymptomatic or cleared of symptoms for 24

hours. We will remind all staff to post daily work in Google Classroom for all students

who are in isolation or quarantine so they can access their daily work. We will have

classes periodically in media centers and auditoriums as needed for supervision

purposes. At this time, we are not able to utilize cameras like we did last year for a variety

of reasons including but limited to;

● teachers sharing classrooms,

● teachers in media centers and auditoriums, and

● specialists in gyms, outside, and other spaces not conducive to still

camera use.



● With 100% of our students and staff in our buildings, the circumstances

are quite different than they were last year when teachers and students

were not moving and we did not have all students and teachers in the

school buildings

● We will continue to keep the conversation open in the coming weeks to

evaluate the possibility of any camera use

We will remain vigilant in maintaining our mitigation strategies in school. While we are

implementing and following these strategies we also recognize that outside of school

sports, dance classes, family events, music lessons, etc…continue to happen. We ask that

you encourage your child to continue to wear a mask and practice the other mitigation

strategies when outside of school to continue to help mitigate the spread in school and

decrease time out of school.

2) I am adding the link to the most updated COVID protocols from DESE/MADPH/CDC.

You will see that the most recent updates are highlighted in yellow. The most notable

changes  include a reduction in isolation and quarantine days from ten to five and that

there will be an allowance to report a positive COVID at home test. Our nurses will be

working this week to make sure we follow the appropriate guidance for all new positive

cases and reporting. Please be aware that this is a change for all of us as well and the

nurses appreciate your patience and understanding when responding to inquiries. If you

have questions regarding these guidelines you can reach out to Mary Gallant, Director of

Health Services at mygallant@methuen.k12.ma.us. We will be updating our COVID page

to reflect this new guidance this week.

3) DESE has indicated that the Commissioner will be commenting on mask wearing

requirements later this month. Given the prevalence of COVID in communities currently,

I expect the statewide mask requirements to remain in place beyond January 15, 2022.

Families are reminded that students should be provided with masks daily, including

extra masks in case they are needed. Also, students are reminded that masks must be

worn over the nose and mouth while indoors, except while eating and during mask

breaks.

4) MPS will be scheduling additional vaccination clinics for students and families in the

coming weeks with Greater Lawrence Family Health Center. Once we have the dates,

times, and locations, I will send out sign up information.

Once again I thank you for your patience and understanding as we manage all things COVID-19.

If you have any questions related to the district’s adherence to state-wide COVID requirements,

please feel free to contact me directly.

Happy New Year,

Brandi Kwong

Superintendent

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1z8N0XmGCwbn8Fgy7xMh9NjWczeOUKiy8/view?usp=sharing
mailto:mygallant@methuen.k12.ma.us

